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TERRORISM!
Because of the dismemberment
of the Soviet Union an d
Socialism, these are just some of
the results of the traitorous
policies of Gorbachev, Yeltsin ar
Putin.

Here are some of the questions
the Soviet people and also foreign
experts are asking now:

How can anyone justify the
wanton murder of civilians by
using poison nerve gas that killed
more innocent people than the
actual hostage takers?

How can Putin and his regime
justify the murder of over 175
people plus the hundreds who
were poison gassed who are in
hospitals and whose nerve
damage is such that they could
wind up to be just vegetables and
never again be well again

How is it that the authorities
have found only one body that
was shot...the authorities are 

keeping quiet as to who shot that
person, the hostage-takers or
Putin’s storm troopers?

How is it that the people of
Russia saw President Putin in
conference with his cabinet on
television and he looked
extremely nervous, twitching and
moving his pen from one place to
another on his desk and not
issuing a statement to the people,
or appointing a mediator with the
hostage-takers, as is done in a
serious situation as was
transpiring at the theatre in
Moscow?

How is it that the Russian
doctors called to this tragedy did
not know that such a nerve poison
was used and they could not
come up immediately with some
antidote medicine to save at least
some of the lives?

How come that Putin allowed
the use of this poison nerve gas
on his own people when it is
internationally banned and that
Russia signed a protocol against
its use?

Why all the fantastic and un
true statements that were aired
over TV by Putin’s government
but in later broadcasts they were
denied and new claims were put
forward all through the hostage
drama?

Why did foreign correspondents
started to question immediately
the statements of the Putin
government? Whv did some 

correspondents unable to make
sense of the statements issued by
the hostage-takers through their
spokeswoman and distributed to
the correspondents, while the
official statements issued by
Putin’s government was
completely the opposite?

The whole scenario is yet to be
unraveled, since Putin has shown
his true self to the people, and this
is a very dangerous sign for the
Russian people.

When the whole truth slowly
emerges and the hundreds of
people will slowly succumb to the
poison nerve gas that was used
against them, nothing will save the
powers-that-be from the people’s
ANGER. More and more people in
Russia are realizing that the
government, which has been
releasing many high-flown
statements about the struggle
against terrorism on a global
scale, is in fact useless, since
Putin has in this way helped Bush
of USA in his plans for world
conquest, hidden against the "fight
against terrorism”.

How many more thousands of
Chechens and Russian people
must die, because of the policies
unleashed by Gorbachev, Yeltsin
and Putin?

t/lf/hai doos it take io
achieve isbibHv of the
amii-Piuiiiti forces?


